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“Little Feng, how about this, you don’t have to go there later, it’s just a bunch of guys who are taking 

advantage of the opportunity to collect money, I’ll just go there with Taro and Old Wang.” Ji Shaojun 

said, “I’m the best at dealing with people like this, just stand there and reveal your identity, make sure 

they let you go and apologize.” 

The reason why those who hold some power in their hands are so arrogant is because they think they 

have a lot of power in their hands and can rule whoever they want, and everyone else asks them to. 

Such people, however, are most afraid of people who have more power than them, and they are most 

afraid of losing the power in their hands …… 

Ji Shaojun deal with such people, that is really too good. 

“It’s better to go together.” Ji Feng said. 

“You don’t need to go, or you’ll be giving them too much face!” Ji Shaojun said, “If you still have to make 

a personal trip for such a small matter, people will still think that there is no one in our Ji family.” 

The top magistrates like them, for these guys who take advantage of the opportunity to enrich 

themselves is the most indifferent, these magistrates want to make money, that method is really a lot, 

so Ji Shaojun does not want Ji Feng personally run, with those people entangled, it is really too 

degrading! 

The first thing you need to do is to get a job. 

The first grandson of the Ji family is not as exemplary as Wu Zhiyong, so Ji Shaojun doesn’t want Ji Feng 

to be compared to Wu Zhiyong. 

But Ji Feng waved his hand and said with a non-committal smile, “Whether or not there is a model, it 

has nothing to do with this.” 

Ji Shaojun still wanted to persuade, but was interrupted by Ji Feng: “All right, it’s settled, anyway, the 

traffic police is not far from here, so it’s better to take a trip in person.” 

There is no direct relationship between having a model and being patronizing. 

There are some people who are so high and mighty that they can decide someone’s life or death with a 

single word, or they can make someone homeless and make them lose all their money, but that doesn’t 

mean that these people are bold and dignified. 

It’s just that everyone’s style of doing things is different. What can really distinguish two people is the 

pattern and the verve and ability. 

Since Ji Feng had decided, then Ji Shaojun said nothing more. After having breakfast and seeing that it 

was about time, several people went directly to the nearby traffic police brigade. 

In about twenty minutes or so, they drove to the traffic police brigade, but when they entered the gate, 

they were stopped by the security guard at the entrance. 

“Vehicles that are not from this unit cannot enter the courtyard!” The guard said. 



“Then where do we park our car?” Wang Min asked with a smile. 

“There is a car park at the back!” The security guard, however, did not have the kindness of Wang Min 

and pointed casually before sitting calmly on his chair and playing with his mobile phone. 

Ji Shaojun’s face suddenly looked bad, this little security guard is so cross! 

“Let’s go.” 

Ji Feng got out of the car and said, “You guys go park first, I’ll go in and see what’s going on.” 

Ji Shaojun also immediately followed and got out of the car, “Taro, you go and park the car, we’ll go in 

first ……” 

“Hey hey!” 

However, a few people just wanted to go inside, but they were stopped by the security guard again: 

“What are you guys doing? Do you know what kind of place this is and just barge in?” 

He grunted, “Nonsense, we are not blind, the words on the sign are so big, can’t I see them?” 

The guard’s face sank, “You know where this is and you’re still barging in? What are you doing at the 

traffic police station?” 

“What, a mere traffic police station, and you want to check a good citizen’s license?” Ji Shaojun said in a 

cold voice. 

He was annoyed that a small security guard was so rude that he could enter the district government 

compound whenever he wanted, but he had never encountered such a situation before. 

That security guard but also not kind, listening to Ji Shaojun’s words with a thorn in his side, he grunted: 

“Want to enter, you must first explain the intention, and then come over to register!” 

“You ……” 

“Alright.” 

Ji Feng frowned and said, “Why are you being general with him, it’s important to get down to business.” 

Ji Shaojun then snorted coldly, “Bring the registration book here!” 

The security guard glared at Ji Shaojun, but he casually threw the book on the table outside the booth 

with no good grace: “Register! Every one of you has to register!” 

“Hey …… gave you a face didn’t you?!” Ji Shaojun glared up. 

“Either register or don’t enter, stop glaring here, thinking how great you are?” The guard snorted. 

“…… line! You can!” 

Ji Shaojun was furious but laughed, pointing at the security guard and sneering twice, this guy had 

completely enraged him, thinking about him, when had he ever been treated like this, to think that a 

security guard was glaring at him with a cross nose and sneering at him, it was really something. 



In fact, where does Ji Shaojun know, although the traffic police team is not very powerful, but for those 

drivers and car owners, the traffic police is in control of their rice bowls, so people who come here are 

polite and courteous, even to the security guards at the door, also have to accompany a smile, and come 

here to disperse cigarettes. 

So over time, it has also developed the arrogance of these security guards, as long as they do not 

happen to be leaders over, they simply do not buy …… If it is a leader who comes over, then the boss will 

certainly greet them in advance, even if they do not greet, they will certainly identify themselves when 

they come. 

But after Ji Feng several people came here, one did not report their identity, two did not have a pass, 

that car number plate is not any special number plate, moreover did not give the security guards on 

cigarettes, the security guards naturally will not be more polite to them. 

…… As for the smiling and kind attitude of Ji Feng at the beginning, it was automatically ignored by the 

security guards, which one of the people who came here are not polite, they dare not be polite! 

In the security guard that disdainful attitude, Ji Feng several people one by one to sign the registration, 

and at this time, Yu Hui also rushed over, said: “No wonder let park the car in the back of the car park, 

the original is a charge ……” 

Ji Feng a few people heard, can’t help but shake their heads. 

This is really a good way to enrich yourself …… How many people must come to the traffic police every 

day? That would be an objective amount of income just to collect parking fees every day. 

“These people, they really think of everything in order to enrich themselves!” Ji Feng couldn’t help but 

frown, but didn’t say anything more. 

“Let’s go.” 

Soon, several people arrived at the lobby on the ground floor of the office building of the traffic police, 

and at this time, they only saw the three people who were originally standing at the entrance hurrying 

over. 

“Chief Qin.” 

A man in his mid-thirties came up, full of apologies, “Chief Qin, I’m really sorry that things didn’t go well, 

and that you had to make a trip yourself.” 

Qin Shujie said, “It’s alright, you’re not to blame for this.” 

The man then hurriedly said, “These two are the driver and the head of the freight company respectively 

……” 

It turned out that this man was an employee of Qin Shujie’s company, and with him was the driver who 

was responsible for driving the car, and a person in charge of the freight company that received Qin 

Shujie’s commission. 

Qin Shujie had already contacted them before coming to Yanjing, and they were already waiting here 

early this morning. 



“Tell us about the situation.” Ji Feng said. 

“Yes.” 

When that employee of Qin Shujie’s saw that Ji Feng was with Qin Shujie, he didn’t think much of it and 

said directly, “We were all about to leave Yanjing, but when we passed a roadblock, we were stopped, 

the traffic police said we were overloaded and then we were brought back here, not long after that 

people from the industry and commerce also came and said they wanted to check our goods… …” 

“So were you guys overloaded?!” Ji Feng asked. 

“…… is a little overloaded.” That driver said with some embarrassment. 

“It’s like this, there are basically very few trucks nowadays that are not overloaded, otherwise this fee 

and that fee is so expensive nowadays that you can hardly make any money.” At this time, the person in 

charge of the freight company hurriedly explained, “This is our responsibility, we will bear it, but the 

problem now is that the goods also seem to have problems, so we can’t drive away ……” 

“What exactly is the problem with the goods?” Qin Shujie asked. 

“There’s no problem with the goods!” Her employee said with a bitter face, helplessly, “It was all picked 

up directly from the supplier, and I’ve checked it, there’s no problem ……” 

“Can you be sure?” Qin Shujie immediately asked. 

“Mr. Qin, I have been in the jewellery business for more than ten years, I still have this kind of eyesight, 

that goods are definitely fine.” The employee said, “But I don’t know what happened, but the people 

from the industry and commerce said that there was something wrong with our goods, saying that there 

were fakes ……” 

“Where is the car parked now?” Qin Shujie smiled and couldn’t help but frown. 

“It’s in the car park at the back.” 

“Well! When he said that, I did remember, when I went to park just now I saw quite a few big trucks 

parked in the car park behind me!” Yu Hui suddenly said. 

Ji Feng said, “Go! Go and check the goods first.” 

That employee hurriedly said, “No way …… there are people guarding the car park, we can’t even 

approach the car until we get the release.” 

Ji Feng frowned: “Then who do we have to get the formalities for release?” 

“You have to pay the fine first and then come to the traffic police to do the formalities.” The employee 

said. 

“I’ve already paid the fine.” The head of the freight company continued, “We also went to do the 

formalities, but the traffic police officer in charge said that the industrial and commercial side said that 

there was something wrong with our goods and that they could not be released yet and had to be seized 

……” 



“Joke!” 

Wang Min smiled coldly at that, “Since you have paid the fine, it is right to take the car away, the traffic 

police are not qualified to seize your car again, even if you want to seize it, that also requires the people 

from industry and commerce to come in person, and there must be formalities!” 

The person in charge of the freight company said with a bitter smile, “I also said so, but the traffic police 

just won’t let go, I can’t help it ……” 

“Then go directly to their captain!” Ji Shaojun said, “I’d like to see what authority they have to impound 

our car!” 

“There’s one more problem ……” 
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“Then go straight to their First Captain!” Ji Shaojun said, “I’d like to see what authority they have to 

impound our car!” 

“There’s another problem ……” 

The person in charge of that freight company said, “Even if the traffic police let it go, we still have to pay 

parking fees for storage ……” 

Ji Shaojun asked, “How much to pay?” 

The person in charge of the freight company laughed bitterly and said, “That’s not accurate, if they’re 

not happy, it’s not impossible to make them pay tens of thousands of dollars.” 

“You have to pay tens of thousands of dollars after only a few days of suspension?” Ji Feng asked, 

amazed. 

“Yes.” 

The person in charge of the freight company said, “This is not even outrageous, I once heard that some 

time ago there was a big truck hauling coal from Inner Mongolia that was detained for about a week and 

finally had to pay more than 50,000 yuan before being allowed to leave, and if he didn’t pay, he 

wouldn’t be allowed to leave.” 

When several people heard this, they could not help but suck in a breath of cold air. 

It was surprising that they had to pay more than 50,000 yuan just for parking the car for a week? 

This is really …… 

Several people didn’t know what to say, this kind of thing was really beyond their imagination, this was 

simply black-hearted and rotten. 

“Insatiable greed!” Ji Shaojun said in a cold voice. 

“Alright, let’s go in first and take a look.” Ji Feng waved his hand and let that driver and Qin Shujie’s 

employee lead the way in front, he was going straight to the traffic police to ask about the situation, 

what good could just a few of them talking about it here do? 



Even if they wear out their mouths, the traffic police team won’t hear them …… 

The company’s director went up to talk, but as soon as he talked about the car being impounded, one of 

the young men interrupted him with great impatience. 

“What’s wrong with you? Didn’t I tell you that we’re not responsible for this matter anymore, you can 

go directly to the Trade and Industry Bureau to talk about it. 

“I’ve been to the Trade and Industry Bureau, but they said they have to get you to issue a certificate 

here before they will give it a go.” The person in charge of the freight company accompanied with a 

smile and said, “Little brother, help us out, we are all amateurs, we don’t know what kind of a certificate 

they are talking about, so please also ……” 

“They say a certificate is a certificate, huh?” The man but very nonchalantly said, “This thing I help you 

you, or you think of your own way.” 

“What kind of attitude are you having!” 

Ji Shaojun could not stand it, just a small clerk, the attitude is so rude, and the security guard outside the 

booth is just like the same, this traffic police how people are so bully! 

He said in a deep voice, “I’m saying, I don’t know what to prove, so go and find out for yourselves. 

“What kind of place? Is it still a dragon’s den?!” Ji Shaojun gritted his teeth and said, “Call your leaders 

out, I want to see how they teach you!” 

“If you want to find the leaders, go find them yourself, no one is stopping you!” The man, however, said 

with a glare and an unkind tone. 

“I’m flabbergasted ……” 

Ji Shaojun was on fire and even exploded into a foul mouth, but was stopped by Ji Feng. 

“Shaojun, forget it, go straight to their big captain!” Ji Feng said. 

“Humph!” 

Ji Shaojun coldly glared at those two young men again, what the hell, with a little power in their hands 

they don’t know what their surname is, much less how thick the sky is! 

“Count yourselves lucky, today young master I have things to do, otherwise I would have smacked you 

with my big mouth!” Ji Shaojun snorted coldly. 

“Say it again!” The man was furious and stood up in a flash, pointing at Ji Shaojun’s nose and about to 

say something, but he was slapped by Ji Shaojun with his hand. 

“Slap!” 

The man was instantly hit and leaned back, sitting on his butt in the chair. 

“What the hell, you can’t be smacked to death!” Ji Shaojun snorted coldly and gave the man a disdainful 

look. 



“Holy shit!” 

The man immediately cursed angrily and stood up to make a move, but then he suddenly noticed that Ji 

Feng and the others all looked over with cold faces, which immediately made him just choke, especially 

since this group of people all looked strong, which made him really not much dare to make a move. 

“You, who are you to beat people up?” 

“……” 

The first time I saw a man, I didn’t even care about him, I turned around and walked out. And when did 

he need to explain to such a small punk? 

Until a few people out of the office, the man did not dare to say anything else, but only resentfully 

stared at the backs of a few people, and then gritted his teeth, picked up the phone and did not know 

who to call out. 

At this time, Ji Feng had already started walking towards the upper floors. 

“Do any of you know the head of this traffic police brigade?” Ji Feng asked as he went upstairs. 

“Didn’t Old Wang inquire about it, it seems to be a new arrival.” Ji Shaojun said. 

“That’s right.” 

Wang Min, who was following behind, nodded and said, “This new captain of the traffic police brigade, 

surnamed Shao, seems to be called Shao Wen, a native of Yanjing, was transferred over from the district 

only about a month or so ago, and is said to be not too old, about thirty years old.” 

Ji Feng nodded slightly, savoring this information while casually asking, “What’s this person’s 

background?” 

Wang Min said: “Not much background, he comes from a general cadre family, but his old man seems to 

have some power, it seems to be a hand of a certain bureau, my friend is not too clear, I do not know if 

it is the Electricity Bureau or what department …… sorry, because time is a bit urgent, so for the time 

being just inquire so little News.” 

The first thing I did was to find out about the company. 

Last night, they were just drinking, and it was only when they were halfway through the night that Wang 

Min called his friends and asked them to find out information. 

The first thing you need to do is to get to know the people you know in Yanjing, and there are only a few 

people you know in Yanjing who have never had anything to do with the traffic police. . 

“It’s really strange ……” 

Ji Feng muttered secretly, could it be that he had misremembered? 

But Ji Feng was aware that his memory was certainly not faulty, but he just couldn’t remember, which 

was still a bit strange. 



The captain’s office was on the top floor, and under the leadership of the head of the freight company, 

they arrived outside the office door, but Ji Feng paid more attention to the familiarity of the head of the 

freight company. 

I’m afraid that as soon as this first captain was transferred here, all those people from the freight 

company outside had come to offer their salute, right? 

“Knock knock knock ……” 

A knock sounded on the door, then a woman in uniform opened the door, it was a rather pretty woman, 

probably less than thirty years old, but there was some arrogance between those eyebrows, she 

squinted at a few people and asked, “What’s the matter?” 

The head of that freight company was busy saying, “It’s like this, we’re looking for Captain Shao for 

something ……” 

“So it’s you ……” The woman seemed to know the head of the freight company and said, “Wait here, I’ll 

go ask the first captain if he’s free for you.” 

The woman, I’m afraid, is also the equivalent of an assistant or secretary or some such position for the 

captain. 

Not long after, the woman returned and said, “Go over there, our First Captain happens to have a bit of 

time on his hands right now, but you don’t want to delay too long ……” 

“Definitely, definitely, I’ll trouble you.” The head of the freight company nodded his head repeatedly. 

“Go on.” 

The woman waved her hand, and then went into her office, closing the door with a bang. 

Ji Feng said, “Let’s go.” 

From the moment he arrived here today until now, this traffic police brigade had given him an 

exceptionally poor impression, making him not even half interested in staying here any longer. 

A few people walked outside the brigade captain’s office, and it was the head of the freight company 

who knocked on the door. 

“Come in.” A man’s voice came from inside. 

Ji Shaojun unceremoniously pushed the door directly and walked in, Ji Feng a few people also followed, 

just entered the office, Ji Feng saw a young man in uniform is sitting behind the desk, this person is 

probably about thirty years old, but is already the first captain …… 

However, what surprised Ji Feng the most was the man’s looks. 

Shao Jie! 

If he didn’t know that Shao Jie was in the South Guangdong Brilliant Group and was wearing gold-

rimmed glasses, Ji Feng would almost mistake the man in front of him for Shao Jie, because this man, at 

least seven or eight points similar to Shao Jie of the Brilliant Group! 



It might be a bit exaggerated to say that they were carved out of the same mould, but if the two of them 

were standing together, but anyone with some eyesight would definitely be able to see that there must 

be a blood relationship between them. 

At this moment, it dawned on Ji Feng that he understood where his previous doubts and odd feelings 

had come from. 

Surnamed Shao, the father works in the electricity sector …… If you add a line about the mother being in 

the clerical corps, then isn’t that Shao Jie’s profile! 

This person is obviously not Shao Jie, but his profile is very similar to Shao Jie’s, so it’s normal for Ji Feng 

to feel odd, because they are probably brothers …… 

Because the age difference between this person and Shao Jie is not much, and the profiles also match, if 

we say they are father and son that is obviously impossible, so they could only be brothers. 

Looking at this somewhat familiar face, Ji Feng couldn’t help but shake his head and secretly said, “Is this 

the so-called narrow path of injustice?” 
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“Who are you people and what are you doing here?!” 

Seeing Ji Feng and his group of seven or eight people enter the office with a whoop, that Shao Wen was 

also startled and stood up at once, but then he seemed to feel that such an outburst was a bit 

mismatched with the identity of the first captain, so his face sank and he sat down again. 

The person in charge of the freight company hurriedly went forward, making smiles and handing out 

cigarettes: “Captain Shao, how are you? How are you? I’ve come to disturb you again ……” 

“So it’s you!” Shao Wen was relieved and said, “Why, have you finished the formalities at the business 

sector?” 

“So what, it’s like this, Captain Shao, we went to the business and industry department, but they said we 

had to go through a procedure at the traffic police brigade before we could go to them ……” The head of 

the freight company said with a smile. “But, we really don’t know what formalities to do, so please can 

Captain Shao guide us.” 

“Oh?” 

Shao Wen raised his eyebrows and asked, “Is there such a thing?” 

The person in charge of the freight company nodded his head and said, “Yes, Captain Shao, I hope you 

can give me some guidance, I really want to solve the problem, but I just don’t know where to start and 

what formalities to follow. ……” 

Shao Wen mused: “This well …… how to say it, you know, we and the Bureau of Industry and Commerce 

are two different departments, I should give you the formalities here are given, penalty notice, 

impounded car list, these procedures are not missing, and all according to the rules, as for the rules of 

the Bureau of Industry and Commerce, I will As for the rules of the Trade and Industry Bureau, I don’t 



quite understand them, why don’t you ask them again at the Trade and Industry Bureau and see what 

rules they have?” 

The smile on the head of the freight company became a little forced. 

Rules! 

This word came out of Shao Wen’s mouth several times in a row, and if anyone thought that this was 

just a normal exchange, they would undoubtedly be stupid. 

The person in charge of the freight company had been in this business for a long time, so he was 

naturally clear about what kind of foul play and rules there were in between. 

What are the rules? 

To put it bluntly, they are subtle rules. 

Shao Wen’s words were clearly telling him, “Do you know the rules? 

If you know the rules, then things are naturally good, if you do not know the rules …… hum, then I’m 

sorry, you should go to the Trade and Industry Bureau to ask, I should give the procedures have been 

given, as for the Trade and Industry Bureau side you can not pass, it does not matter to me, who let you 

do not know the rules! 

And what are the rules …… even if you can think with your toes to understand. 

Two words, benefits! 

These traffic police are working hard for what, but it is just to get some benefits and live a better life? 

It’s not easy for everyone! 

…… This is what the head of a freight company once said to him personally when he first joined the 

industry, a traffic cop. 

So when Shao Wen just said that, he immediately understood what was going on. 

Shao Wen this is wanting benefits! 

“So what ……” 

The company’s business is a very important part of the company’s business. 

“Captain Shao, I will go back to the Industrial and Commercial Bureau, but the key problem is, if you do 

not give some guidance, I went to the heart is also very apprehensive ah.” 

As he spoke, the head of the freight company smiled and said, “Of course, I know that Captain Shao is 

usually busy with work, so I thought, is it possible for Captain Shao to spare a little time after work to 

give me some guidance?” 

Now work is busy, take out time after work …… in fact, this word just means in saying, now is in the unit 

in many people inconvenient, so even if I know the rules, also not good to blatantly come, so as long as 

you have some ‘pointers’ to me, wait for you after work After that, we’ll take our time. 



To put it bluntly, the head of the freight company is just telling Shao Wen that I will definitely show what 

I should show, I understand the rules, but it’s just not the right time, but the benefits that I should give 

are definitely not less, now please give me a convenience. 

He has been in this business for quite a few years, and naturally understands the ways of this. The 

former senior captain was taken care of by him in this way, but he just didn’t expect that the senior 

captain would suddenly change here and he would have to lay relations again from the beginning. 

“Captain Shao, we are actually very sincere, you see, even our client has come from Jiangzhou 

specifically.” Saying that, he pointed at Qin Shujie and said, “This is General Manager Qin, the goods in 

that car belong to her.” 

“Chief Qin?” 

Shao Wen’s gaze fell on Qin Shujie’s face, and all of a sudden, he just felt a trance before his eyes and his 

mind went blank. 

A beautiful woman! 

A beautiful young woman! 

The moment he saw Qin Shujie, Shao Wen almost froze, it was not that he had never seen a beautiful 

woman before, but this was the first time he had seen such a beautiful and charming woman. 

This woman, with her mature charm, was even more charming, even if she just stood there without 

saying anything, she exuded a temptation that came from her bones, making people irresistible. 

“Captain Shao, look at the fact that Mr. Qin has come all the way from Jiangzhou for this, isn’t that 

sincere enough?” The person in charge of the freight company said with a smile, “So please be 

understanding of our difficulties and give us some pointers, so that we know what to do, right?” 

Shao Wen’s gaze was fixed on Qin Shujie, and her charming look made it impossible for Shao Wen to 

look away, “Qin is always right? It seems that Qin is a native of Jiangzhou, but I don’t know if you know 

the rules here?” 

But Qin Shujie’s beauty frowned slightly. 

The kind of gaze with greed and lust` in this Shao Wen’s eyes, Qin Shujie naturally saw it clearly, the 

more so, the more she was incomparably disgusted in her heart, and even her original bad impression of 

these greedy bastards deepened a lot more. 

“General Qin, Captain Shao is asking you something ……” The head of the freight company hurriedly 

gave Qin Shujie a wink. 

“Sorry, I don’t really understand the rules here!” Qin Shujie said. 

The person in charge of the freight company could not help but stutter in his heart, he knew it was bad, 

Qin Shujie was not going to give in, not to mention not going to take out some benefits to Shao Wen! 

He had originally planned to let Qin Shujie share some of the cost, so that he could not only solve this 

matter, but also spend a small amount of money to make a relationship with Shao Wen, so that in the 



future, when their freight company’s cars passed through this area, there was no telling how many 

times they would be exempted from punishment. 

But now he realizes that although Qin Shujie ran over from Jiangzhou specifically to appear eager to 

solve the problem, she has no intention of going soft …… 

Instead of solving the problem, this was likely to anger Shao Wen! 

The person in charge of the freight company could not help but secretly cry out in his heart, if he had 

known that this was the case, then he should have given Shao Wen some favors when the car was first 

impounded, to settle the matter first, as for making friends with Shao Wen, that was all a matter for 

later. 

It was still better than offending Shao Wen, right? 

“General Qin!” 

He hurriedly reminded Qin Shujie and gave her a wink, but Qin Shujie simply ignored it as if she didn’t 

see it. 

At this time, Shao Wen laughed, “Don’t know the rules? It doesn’t matter, no one understands them at 

the beginning, you always have to suffer a few times before you know how important the rules are ……” 

“I don’t know if I’ve suffered losses or not, but right now I only know one thing, my car goods were 

impounded by the traffic police, and now I’m here to settle this matter!” Qin Shujie said, “Captain Shao, 

the car is only overloaded, according to the rules, I pay the fine, then find a car to divide the goods, we 

can go, right?” 

“Go?!” 

Shao Wen instantly frowned and said, “Where are you going? What do you think this is, a child playing 

house?” 

“What, you’re not going to leave and stay for dinner?!” Ji Shaojun asked coldly. 

“Captain Shao, according to the rules, now that we have paid the fine and accepted the treatment, we 

should ……” Wang Min just interjected, and as a result, he was directly interrupted by Shao Wen. 

“Should what should!” 

Shao Wen waited for him and drank, “What do you think this place is, a vegetable market? Allowing you 

to haggle here?!” 

Wang Min’s face instantly sank, what kind of person was he? 

Although his weight was far from enough compared to Ji Feng and Ji Shaojun, however, compared to 

those other third or fourth rate family’s grandsons, he was no less, and his family background, was not 

that bad! 

Shao Wen was a mere captain of the traffic police brigade below, how could he possibly be put in his 

eyes? 



Wang Min said in a cold voice: “You still know that this is not a food market, and you still have the face 

to say that? You’re a brigade captain, but you’re openly asking for favours from someone right in your 

office, I really don’t know how you climbed to this position!” 

“What are you talking about?!” Even if he had really been asking for favours from the head of the freight 

company, this was not something that could be put on the table, let alone allowed to be said in his face. 

“If you have the guts, say it again!” Shao Wen said in a cold voice. 

“I’ll say it ten times again!” Wang Min said, “Cut the crap, we’ll pay the fine, do the paperwork, we want 

to pick up the car!” 

“Joke! What kind of place do you think this is, you can just pick up the car when you say so?” 

Shao Wen sneered, “Get out of here!” 

These few people dare to shout in his office, they don’t know how to behave, if they can get the car out 

of here today, then he doesn’t have to be the captain! 

“Shao Wen, don’t invite disaster for yourself!” Wang Min grimaced and said in a deep voice, “Do you 

know what you’re doing?” 

“What are you, daring to talk to me like that?!” Seeing that expression on Wang Min’s face, Shao Wen 

became extraordinarily angry, “Didn’t you hear what I said, get the hell out of here!” 
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“What are you, daring to talk to me like that?!” Seeing that expression on Wang Min’s face, Shao Wen 

became extraordinarily angry, “Didn’t you hear what I said, get out of my house!” 

“I advise you to keep your mouth clean!” Wang Min’s face sank down. 

“Get out!” 

Shao Wen bellowed coldly, “What, do you have to be thrown out before you’re happy?” 

“Heh!” 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but shake his head and sneer, “OK, really worthy of being the captain of the traffic 

police brigade, what a great authority!” 

Shao Wen grimaced coldly and said, “You’d better get out now, or else ……” 

“Or else what do you want?!” Ji Shaojun’s eyes glared. 

“Or else you won’t be able to lift the car in this lifetime!” Shao Wen said in a cold voice. 

“Hey hey ……” 

Seeing that Ji Shaojun still wanted to speak, the person in charge of the freight company was anxious, 

the conflict between them and Shao Wen had nothing to do with him, but if this affected Shao Wen’s 

perception of him, then in the future their company’s cars would be in trouble if they wanted to pass 

through this area. 



Shao is the head of the traffic police and it would not be a good thing if he held a grudge against him, 

especially for a company that relies on transport for its livelihood. 

No freight company is willing to offend the traffic police department, even a small traffic police officer 

may be able to choke them, let alone now offend or traffic police brigade captain? 

So the head of the freight company hurriedly stopped Ji Shaojun and said busily, “This brother, let’s talk 

about what’s going on outside, okay?” 

Saying that, he also turned his head to Shao Wen said, “Shao captain, you take the heat off, I’ll persuade 

them ……” 

While saying that he was going to push Ji Shaojun and others out, but Ji Shaojun is not so easy to be 

bullied, he glared, said: “All right, you on the side less intervene, this matter does not involve you!” 

The man from the freight company could only laugh awkwardly, but he didn’t know what to say. 

“Shao Wen, I remember what you said today, now I don’t care to talk nonsense with you, how much fine 

to pay directly say, immediately issue a bill, let go!” Ji Shaojun said in a cold voice. 

“Joke!” 

Shao Wen laughed coldly and said, “You can just let it go? How old are you?” 

Ji Shaojun looked around, but did not find anything smooth, he did not care, directly two steps forward, 

up is a slap: “I let you know how old I am ……” 

“Pop!” 

A crisp sound, Ji Shaojun’s hand did not hit Shao Wen’s face, instead, it was caught by Ji Feng: “There are 

words to talk, don’t do it.” 

And then, Ji Feng turned his head to look at Shao Wen again and said, “Captain Shao, I’m afraid what 

you’re doing is not in accordance with the rules, right? Let’s follow the rules, you are not qualified to 

detain our goods when we agree to be dealt with, if you think there is something wrong with the goods 

on the car, you can call the police and let the police deal with it ……” 

It was only until this time that Shao Wen reacted, this son of a bitch even tried to beat himself up? 

Shao Wen was immediately on fire, in this office, who dared to hit himself? 

“I am the police!” Shao Wen shouted angrily, “It’s useless who you call, today I say no release is no 

release, you will never get the car out of here in your life!” 

“That’s what you said!” Ji Feng could speak to Shao Wen in a calm voice, but Ji Shaojun couldn’t help it, 

seeing Shao Wen’s arrogant bird-like Ji Shaojun was furious, it was always him who was arrogant in front 

of others, but now a small traffic police captain was even more arrogant than the police chief! 

“That’s what I said, how about it!” Shao Wen looked at Ji Shaojun angrily, he was still holding a grudge 

against Ji Shaojun for trying to smack him just now, if he didn’t see that there were many people on the 

other side, Shao Wen would have gone up and kicked this son of a bitch. 



“Good! Very good!” 

Ji Shaojun sneered, “Then you’ll see what I can do to you!” 

Then he turned his head and said, “Little Feng, let me handle things here, you go back first ……” 

Ji Shaojun was really irritated by Shao Wen’s arrogance, this person had really angered him completely 

and made Ji Shaojun unable to hold back. 

But some things, Ji Feng here Ji Shaojun will not be able to let go to do, after all, Ji Feng is the first 

grandson of the first family of the Ji family, if something happens here, the impact on Ji Feng is not too 

good. 

When the time comes, there will definitely be people saying things like, what, the eldest son of the Ji 

family is here to bully a small traffic police officer, or that the eldest son of the Ji family is relying on his 

background to make a scene at the traffic police station, so on and so forth. 

Those people didn’t care who was right and who was wrong, anyway, in their opinion, Ji Feng was the 

strong party, and when he clashed with Shao Wen, it was Ji Feng who was bullying people. 

What’s more, apart from those who were saying cool things, there were some people who were already 

hostile to the Ji family, and I was afraid that they would gloat even more. 

Ji Feng frowned and said, “What do you want to do?” 

Ji Shaojun sneered, “Doesn’t this grandson want to know what I can do to him? Well then, I’ll let him 

know today!” 

Ji Feng shook his head and said, “Forget it, just call the police.” 

“Call the police?” Ji Shaojun was stunned, what kind of police report is this? Aren’t these traffic police 

officers also police officers? 

“Just say that our car and goods were impounded by them for no reason, and at the same time report to 

the police disciplinary department that they are abusing their power and not following the rules ……,” Ji 

Feng said. 

“Humph! What a delusion!” Shao Wen listened to Ji Feng’s words, but he laughed coldly. 

With his connections and background in the police station, these people thought that calling the police 

would be useful? Even if they reported to the discipline inspection department, what could they do? 

You have to have real evidence before you can do anything! 

What’s more, this matter is not just so simple, now what he should do has been done, see what these 

people can make waves …… 

The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you’re getting into, and then slowly nod your 

head and say, “Good! I would like to see how long you can be arrogant ……” 

With that, Ji Shaojun took out the phone, while at this time, Shao Wen was coldly snorting, “All of you 

get out, get out and call if you want to!” 



“Damn it!” 

Ji Shaojun turned around and just kicked over, “Laozi gave you a face, didn’t he?” 

Boom! 

Ji Shaojun’s kick did not hit Shao Wen, but kicked on the desk in front of Shao Wen, and this kick Ji 

Shaojun is anger kicked out, so the force is very great, a kick will be the desk slammed over, instantly hit 

Shao Wen’s body, immediately hit him with a chair fell directly to the ground. 

“What the hell!” 

Ji Shaojun snorted coldly, before leisurely dialing up the phone, “This is Ji Shaojun, it’s Director Wu, right 

……” 

“I’ll fuck you up ……” 

Shao Wen was pressed under the desk, cursing in pain, he gritted his teeth and pushed the desk away, 

but the pain bared his teeth and mouth, cold sweat on his forehead, that originally neat uniform has 

now become crumpled, no longer has the kind of momentum before, but looks extraordinarily 

wretched. 

He originally wanted to curse, but when he saw Ji Shaojun on the phone while looking over with cold 

eyes, Shao Wen immediately gritted his teeth and said: “You dare to beat people here? Good! You guys 

wait!” 

Shao Wen bent down and picked up the phone from the ground and pressed a key, “This is Shao Wen, 

immediately have all the security guards come to my office ……” 

“Humph!” 

Ji Shaojun couldn’t help but sneer when he heard Shao Wen’s angry roar, still calling security guards? 

“Chief Wu, you heard it, now this Captain Shao is going to call all the security guards to come and 

besiege us, if you come later, I am afraid you will have to collect my corpse ……” Ji Shaojun sneered. 

“……” 

The person on the phone did not know what was said, just heard a few angry roars, and then, Ji Shaojun 

said: “All right, also do not let him answer the phone, this captain is the most arrogant one inside all the 

people I have seen, I am afraid that when he does not even give you face, that pair of shame?!” 

After saying that, he just hung up the phone. 

“Little Feng, why don’t you guys wait outside first.” Ji Shaojun added, this place was going to get rowdy 

later, it was inappropriate for Ji Feng to stay here. 

Ji Feng deliberated for a moment, but still shook his head and said, “No, I’ll stay here, just do what you 

need to do, no need to think about me!” 



If this Shao Wen was just a general traffic police brigade captain, then Ji Feng would definitely follow Ji 

Shaojun’s advice and wait outside or simply leave, after all, if he made a scene here, it would not affect 

him very well indeed. 

However, now Ji Feng did not want to leave, because this Shao Wen, supposedly, was a brother to Shao 

Jie. 

He wanted to see on what basis these two brothers dared to be so arrogant! 

When he was in Southern Guangdong, he didn’t get to the bottom of Shao Jie’s story, he only knew that 

Shao Jie’s father was a cadre in the electricity department and his mother was in the cultural and 

industrial troupe, but exactly what other background their family had, Ji Feng was not too sure. 

Now, taking advantage of the fact that Ji Shaojun was making a fuss here, Ji Feng wanted to see if he 

could find out some clues from it. 

“Shaojun, just let Wang Min come out later.” Ji Feng said. 

“Eh?” 

Ji Shaojun was stunned, “Why?” 

Ji Feng said, “I want to see if anyone jumps out ……” 

Ji Shaojun then understood that Ji Feng was trying to probe Shao Wen, although he didn’t know why Ji 

Feng seemed to attach some importance to this Shao Wen, but since Ji Feng said so, then he would 

naturally cooperate. 

“OK, I’ll arrange it later when people come, and then let Old Wang come forward ……” Ji Shaojun 

nodded, Wang Min’s status was not low, and letting him come forward was considered high regard for 

Shao Wen. 

“Well!” 

Ji Feng nodded slightly, then turned his head and said, “Bai Zhu, stop those security guards at the 

entrance later.” 

Bai Zhu immediately responded, “Yes!” 

Ji Feng, on the other hand, looked at Shao Wen, who was full of anger, in a good mood, he was curious 

to know what this Shao family was all about, and what made Shao Jie so valued by the Wu family! 
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“Stomp stomp stomp ……” 

Not long after, a sound of footsteps could be heard from outside the door, obviously, it was the security 

guards Shao Wen had called. 

Bai Zhu’s pretty face chilled as she turned around and reached the door. 

“Hurry up, hurry up ……” came the sound of drinking from outside the door, and a group of security 

guards were seen trotting all the way over. 



“Bai Zhu, stop them!” Ji Feng said in a deep voice. 

Bai Zhu nodded, and as soon as one of the security guards running at the front reached her, he drank: 

“What are you doing, in the First Captain’s office ……” 

Boom! 

Before he could even finish his words, he was kicked in the stomach by Bai Zhu, and in a flash, his whole 

body flew straight backwards, and immediately crashed into the security guards who followed behind 

him, and two or three people were just overwhelmed by him. 

The security guard who was kicked away was holding his stomach with both hands, his face was pale 

and he opened his mouth as if he wanted to scream, but he didn’t. He just rolled his eyes and passed 

out. 

Even Shao Wen, who was waiting to take revenge, froze. 

At this time, Bai Zhu rushed forward, and although she was very small compared to the security guards, 

her attack was incomparably severe, and in just a few moments, all those security guards were knocked 

down by her, either fainting or being beaten on the ground, screaming and unable to get up. 

“Boom~!” 

The last security guard was kicked up by Bai Zhu, hitting the door heavily and falling to the ground again. 

“Yoo-hoo!” 

Ji Shaojun suddenly sneered, this security guard was no other than the arrogant security guard who was 

guarding the post at the entrance of the traffic police, “I never thought that even you would come, 

huh?” 

That security guard two hands tightly covered his stomach, pain all over his body is trembling, how can 

he still argue with Ji Shaojun, only with resentment and fear in his eyes. 

“Humph!” 

Ji Shaojun sneered, but ignored him again, if this guy was still a person, then if he was in trouble, Ji 

Shaojun definitely didn’t mind going up and stepping on him again, taking advantage of the opportunity 

to drop stones, he Ji Shaojun was not a good person in the first place, this kind of thing was not difficult 

to do. 

But this is only a small security guard, if in normal times Ji Shaojun will not even have a half with him, 

although this security guard before incomparable arrogance, but that is only a small person to gain 

power, now see him being beaten lying on the ground, Ji Shaojun is not bothered to go with him in 

general. 

It is too degrading! 

“You, you guys ……” 

At this time, Shao Wen was stunned. 



The result was so shocking that Shao Wen didn’t know how to react for a while. 

Ji Shaojun, however, coldly snorted and simply ignored him. 

At this time, Wang Min sneered, “Look, the security guards you called here didn’t do much good.” 

Shao Wen’s face was blue, but he didn’t argue, because the ferocity of Ji Shaojun just now, and the 

harshness of Bai Zhu made him a little apprehensive, so he just took the phone and dialed another 

number. 

“Young Wu, come over quickly …… I’m in the office, come quickly.” As soon as the phone was 

connected, Shao Wen said hurriedly. 

“…… that’s right, you hurry over, it’s not clear on the phone, what’s the matter when you come.” Shao 

Wen said. 

“…… Okay, then you hurry.” 

When Shao Wen hung up the phone, he couldn’t help but give a fierce and cold look at Ji Feng a few 

people, with an unconcealed ruthlessness on his face. 

It was obvious that Shao Wen was really ruthless. 

Moreover, after Shao Wen made this call, his back straightened up a bit, as if the whole person had 

suddenly become courageous again. 

This made Ji Shaojun and the others a bit strange, but they didn’t know who Shao Wen had made this 

phone call to. 

But Ji Feng slightly raised his eyebrows, Wu Shao? 

Could it be that Shao Wen had just made that call to someone in the Wu family, or else how could he 

have addressed the other party as Wu Shao? 

Ji Feng felt that this was extremely likely, because he had already suspected that the two brothers of the 

Shao family had a close relationship with the Wu family, only that he didn’t know how close they were 

to each other, so he wanted to stay and see what was going on. 

Now that Shao Wen had called someone from the Wu family, he really wasn’t surprised at all. 

However, after Shao Wen made that call, he picked up the phone again and made another call out, “Old 

Xu, bring someone over to my side immediately, there is a mob causing trouble here ……” 

Ji Shaojun then glared at him, but did not bother with him, he kind of saw, this Shao Wen is not beaten 

to change, just by fist can not make him understand at all, so Ji Shaojun then did not intend to beat him 

again. 

Since Shao Wen was so arrogant, thinking he was a captain, he dared to detain other people’s cars at 

will and threatened not to take them away for the rest of his life, then Ji Shaojun had to show him who 

had more power and who was more arrogant. 

–In fact, from this point of view, Ji Shaojun and Ji Feng are still very much alike. 



“Wait for it guys!” 

Shao Wen couldn’t help but snort coldly as he finished his call. 

Wang Min sneered, “We’ve been waiting, we just don’t know if the people you called are substantial 

enough!” 

Ji Feng and Ji Shaojun were both here, so if Shao Wen just called a third-rate or fourth-rate gentry, or 

just called a general leader, that would be a joke. 

Wang Min but knew that the Chief Wu that Ji Shaojun had just called for was the hand of this district 

police station, and ordinary people were not really enough to carry weight. 

In fact, Wang Min really hoped that Shao Wen had called in higher-level helpers, so that it would be 

more painful to clean up. 

They wouldn’t really be happy to deal with some petty criminals. 

Shao Wen grunted coldly, but stopped talking, just standing in a corner of the office with his arms 

clasped, seemingly at ease, and looking at his certainty, it seemed that as soon as the people he called 

arrived, all these people would be unlucky. 

In fact, Shao Wen really thought so, because the person he called was not an ordinary person, but the 

son of the Wu family! 

He was used to being arrogant, so he didn’t put these people in his eyes at first. 

But after he had been beaten up, and saw that Bai Zhu, a woman, had cleaned up a group of security 

guards, Shao Wen suddenly realized that these people were afraid of some origins. 

In addition, the arrogant posture of Ji Shaojun and the others made Shao Wen sure of his suspicions, 

knowing that ordinary businessmen or ordinary people did not have the guts to be so wild in this 

government unit. 

Since these people had some influence, Shao Wen naturally had to call the police and ask for help of 

sufficient weight. 

At the same time, Shao Wen had one more thing on his mind – Qin Shujie! 

This woman was too flirtatious, whether it was her dressing, her luscious figure or her every move, it 

was enough to stimulate the desire of any normal man. 

Shao Wen was also very hot-eyed, but he hated these people even more, and he knew that since the 

two sides had already started such a serious conflict, there was no way for him to get this woman, so 

why not just give her to Wu Shao! 

Shao Wen knew how much Wu Shao loved beautiful women, so if he gave Qin Shujie, a woman of great 

beauty, to Wu Shao, the benefits would naturally be self-evident. 

“Humph!” 



Shao Wen coldly snorted, aren’t you guys arrogant, even you dare to beat me, then fine, I’ll send this 

woman under Young Wu’s eyes, I’ll see when Young Wu wants to fuck this woman, you guys still dare to 

resist, see how arrogant you are! 

“Woo woo~~ woo woo~~!” As he was thinking, suddenly a siren sounded from outside, Shao Wen’s face 

instantly became happy and said, “Wait, I’ll see how you guys die!” 

“Hmph!” 

Wang Min sneered, “It’s not certain who will die at the end of the day!” 

Yu Hui, however, shook his head and laughed, “If you say it now, Captain Shao will definitely not believe 

it, he will still think you are bragging!” 

The two of them sang in unison, but Shao Wen squeezed his face blue: “…… you wait!” 

But I’m afraid Shao Wen couldn’t have imagined that Yu Hui and Wang Min were not deliberately trying 

to squeeze him, they were telling the truth! 

“When ……” 

Suddenly, a mobile phone ringing, see Ji Shaojun took out the mobile phone, connected the phone: “…… 

came? Well, it’s on the top floor, in Captain Shao Wen Shao’s office!” 

Shao Wen’s face suddenly darkened, dare to say that the sound of sirens downstairs just now was the 

reinforcements they had brought in? 

As expected, just a few minutes later, a sound of footsteps could be heard in the corridor, and then 

several people in police uniforms came over, about five or six of them, and the leader was a middle-aged 

policeman in his forties. 

“Wu, Chief Wu?” 

Shao Wen instantly changed his face and subconsciously called out. 

Immediately, like a frightened rabbit, he crossed over from his desk in a flash, took three steps and 

greeted the middle-aged policeman, “Chief Wu, what brings you here?!” 

The middle-aged police officer known as Chief Wu was expressionless and said, “I received a report from 

the public, so of course I had to come over to see …… Captain Shao, what’s going on?!” 

Before Chief Wu could finish his words, he saw the security guards lying all over the corridor, some 

fainted and some were still moaning in pain …… 

Shao Wen immediately said, “Director Wu, you have to do something for me, a few thugs suddenly 

rushed into my office and came up and went on a rampage, these security guards came up to stop them, 

but they were beaten into this state ……” 

When Chief Wu heard this, his brow furrowed: “There were thugs committing murder?” 

“Yes!” Shao Wen nodded his head repeatedly. 

“Was it a mob against you?” 



“That’s right, Chief Wu you can ……” 

“Then how come you’re still standing here intact? And all these security guards are down?” 

“That ……” 
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“Then how come you’re still standing here in one piece? And all these guards are down?” 

“This ……” 

Shao Wen froze, this question from Chief Wu immediately made him stagnant, not knowing how to 

answer it properly. 

Yes, it was said that a mob had rushed into his office to commit a murder, then there was no doubt that 

the target of the murder was definitely him, Shao Wen, who was the only one in this office. 

Otherwise, it would not be possible to say that the thugs had stormed into his office and only attacked 

the air and walls, right? 

But if the thugs had come to attack Shao Wen, then why were the security guards on the floor, while he 

was still intact and even alive? 

How could this question be explained? 

With just one sentence, Chief Wu had blocked Shao Wen’s malicious accusation. 

This made Shao Wen’s heart pound in his chest. With just this one encounter, he immediately saw how 

powerful Chief Wu was. 

It seemed that things were a bit bad! 

Especially when you think about it, just now Ji Feng and others called for help, and as a result, it didn’t 

take much time for this Chief Wu to arrive, while he was not calling Chief Wu to come, and at the same 

time, he could also be sure that he had definitely not received any notice before that Chief Wu was 

coming to inspect …… 

It is obvious that Director Wu is the helper of this group of people ah! 

The reason why these people dare to be so arrogant and even dare to make a move with themselves in 

this office is that their backer is actually Chief Wu. 

It’s funny that I even complained to Chief Wu just now …… 

This time, how should I pass? 

Shao Wen was immediately anxious, what can we do? If Chief Wu wants to stand up for these people, 

then he is no match for them no matter what, not to mention himself, even his top boss will definitely 

have to be honest like a grandson after meeting Chief Wu. 

What should we do? 



Shao Wen could not help but raise his hand to look at his watch, he really wished the time could go 

faster, because then, Wu Shao could come earlier, and he could naturally get away. 

Shao Wen believed that if Wu Shao was there, Chief Wu would definitely have to give Wu Shao some 

face, even if he was annoyed, and the face of the Wu family was not something that could be casually 

returned. 

“What, Captain Shao is not going to give me an explanation for this?” Seeing Shao Wen dumbfounded, 

Director Wu however said indifferently. 

“Chief Wu, I ……” 

Shao Wen said with a bitter face, “What I said is true, it’s just that these people suddenly rushed to my 

office to commit a murder, and I had no choice but to call the security guards up, but I didn’t expect this 

mob to actually beat up the security guards of our unit, you see …… all these security guards were They 

were all injured and fainted. ……” 

“What about you?” Chief Wu interrupted Shao Wen’s words and asked. 

“I desperately resisted, and that’s how I didn’t get hurt …… Director Wu, please see, my desk was kicked 

down by them.” Shao Wen had a face of aggression, “These people are just vicious thugs, Chief Wu, you 

must do something for me!” 

“Heh!” 

Ji Shaojun sneered next to him, “What an official greaser ……” 

This Shao Wen don’t look old, only about thirty years old, but this lie up that really is not even a blink of 

an eye, don’t even need to think, lies open mouth, and also can say very reasonable. 

This kind of quick-wittedness alone must have been honed over a long period of time. 

It is clear from this that this Shao Wen does not put much thought into his work, but is often thinking 

about things that are not work-related. 

In fact, one does not have to think about it to know that with the kind of attitude Shao Wen has shown, 

he is definitely not serious and responsible in his work. 

But now Secretary Wu is not even thinking about this, to explore Shao Wen’s attitude to work, at most 

can only criticize him two sentences, but can not hold him, perhaps he will be because of his own 

identity and reluctantly accept criticism, but the heart is certainly not convinced, or even in secret 

cursing themselves may be. 

So Chief Wu just said indifferently, “Then why did they storm your office and why did they commit 

murder against you?” 

Shao Wen said, “Chief Wu, this I do not know, who knows what kind of nerves these thugs have, but, 

they stormed the government offices for no reason, and committed murder and injured people, I still 

hope that Chief Wu you do it for me ……” 



“A good storming of government organs!” Wang Min sneered, “Talking without fear of the wind blowing 

your tongue! Shao Wen, you know best in your own heart what you have done, detaining other people’s 

cars for no reason and charging sky-high parking fees, are these also our madness?” 

Chief Wu immediately frowned and asked, “Captain Shao, is that so?” 

Shao Wen hurriedly said, “Chief Wu, you must not listen to their nonsense, these people are simply 

talking nonsense …… Chief Wu, the thugs are now following, the facts are clear, please arrest them back 

…… ” 

“Arresting random people without investigating clearly?” Chief Wu asked rhetorically. 

“…… Isn’t this fact already clear.” Shao Wen muttered a small voice, but the voice was not deliberately 

low, but intentionally let Chief Wu hear. 

The director of Wu, however, frowned imperceptibly and glanced at Shao Wen, his heart was very 

unhappy. 

This Shao Wen, relying on the Wu family to speak for him, is said to be arrogant and domineering in the 

bureau, doing his job even more brutal style, the reputation is very bad, and even had a few conflicts, 

there are people to sue him to the bureau. 

But because there were people from the Wu family who spoke for him, Director Wu was not able to 

take strong action against him, but now he dared to behave in such a manner in front of himself, simply 

arrogant to the extreme! 

But even so, Chief Wu did not get angry, at least, he did not get angry on the surface, because for such a 

person, getting angry will not solve the problem, it is always necessary to get hold of his actual handle, 

which is better to deal with. 

From the beginning to the end, Chief Wu did not even glance towards Ji Feng and Ji Shaojun there, he 

just said in a deep voice: “Captain Shao, you have been a police officer before, and you are still a police 

officer now, although you are a traffic police officer, but you should always remember about the way 

the police handle cases, right?” 

Shao Wen hesitated for a moment, and then nodded. 

“Then you should know that you can’t just listen to one-sided words no matter what, so is it time to 

listen to what these thugs you are talking about?” Chief Wu asked. 

“…… should.” Shao Wen said with difficulty. 

Shao Wen could sort of see that Chief Wu had come this time just to give this gang a head start, 

moreover, the so-called official was so big that he would crush people to death, Chief Wu had asked 

this, if he objected, there would be no other result than being reprimanded. 

Chief Wu said, “Since you also think it is time to hear what they have to say, then fine, let them talk 

about it ……” 

“It’s better for me to say it ……” Wang Min stepped forward and said, “So this Captain Shao, he’s a great 

one …… ” 



Wang Min quickly told what happened, especially focusing on Shao Wen’s arrogant attitude, and the 

‘rules’ he mentioned. 

When Shao Wen heard this, he immediately said angrily, “You’re talking nonsense!” 

Chief Wu, however, listened with a sunken face and frowned, “Captain Shao, is that so?” 

Shao Wen hurriedly said, “Chief Wu, listen to me, their words are all nonsense, you must not believe 

……” 

“Is that so?” 

At this time, Ji Feng couldn’t help but sneer and turned his head, “Bai Zhu.” 

Bai Zhu immediately walked over, still holding a mobile phone in his hand, and handed it to Ji Feng. 

“Director Wu, from the time we entered this office until now, I recorded this whole process, so listen to 

what exactly happened and you will know.” Ji Feng smiled faintly. 

“Swish!” 

Shao Wen’s face went white as soon as he heard it, he subconsciously exclaimed, “That’s impossible, 

when did you record the audio?” 

Ji Shaojun snorted, “Idiot, when did you record the sound that will tell you?” 

Shao Wen roared, “Impossible, this can’t be ……” 

“Shut up!” 

Chief Wu bellowed coldly. 

Shao Wen said reluctantly, “Chief Wu, they’re lying, whatever recording that’s all forged, you mustn’t 

believe it ……” 

“Pop!” 

At this time, Ji Feng, however, pressed the play button on his mobile phone screen, and immediately 

after that, the recording rang out. 

At first, it was Shao Wen talking to the person in charge of the freight company, in the middle of which 

Shao Wen mentioned the word “rules” several times in succession, the implication of which, how could 

the people present not hear it? 

Gradually, the two sides seemed to have fallen apart, and then Shao Wen’s words on the recording 

became more and more arrogant. 

“Get out, do you have to be thrown out before you’re happy?” 

“Or else? Or else you won’t be able to lift the car for the rest of your lives!” 

“I am the police, it’s useless for you to find anyone, today I say no release is no release, you will never be 

able to take the car away for the rest of your lives ……” 



…… 

With this arrogant roar, Shao Wen’s arrogant face was completely exposed to the crowd. 

Every time the recording was played, Shao Wen’s face paled, he didn’t even dare to look at Chief Wu’s 

face, he just clenched his hands into fists, his body couldn’t help but tremble slightly. 

At the end of the day, Shao Wen finally couldn’t help but shout angrily, “No! This is not real, this is all 

forged, Chief Wu, this recording is all forged by them ……” 

And at this time, Chief Wu’s face was already darker than the bottom of a pot, as he sneered, “Good! 

How impressive! A captain of a traffic police brigade, but his style is simply more brutal than that of a 

bandit!” 

“Chief Wu, I ……” Shao Wen’s face was pale and he was just about to explain when he was interrupted 

by Chief Wu again. 

“Let me ask you, according to the rules, as long as the subject has accepted the treatment according to 

the rules, what right do you have to hold people’s cars without letting go? Ah?!” Chief Wu said in a deep 

voice: “If you think there is something wrong with the goods in the car, you can just call the police and 

let them intervene or hand the case over to the Bureau of Industry and Commerce, who are you to 

interfere?!” 
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“Director Wu, I ……” Shao Wen opened his mouth and wanted to explain, but he didn’t know what to 

say. 

People had already recorded the whole process, and even if Shao Wen wanted to defend himself, it was 

impossible. 

The recording showed his arrogance to the fullest extent, even his deliberate act of detaining the other 

party’s car and not following the rules was clearly recorded. 

Shao Wen had no way to argue! 

“What, do you have anything else to say?” Chief Wu asked in a deep voice. 

“Chief Wu, I ……” 

“Old Xu, the next thing is your business, you watch what you do!” Chief Wu, however, did not give Shao 

Wen a chance to speak at all and turned to a policeman of about the same age next to him and said. 

“Chief Xu ……” 

Shao Wen’s voice could not help but tremble again, in fact, from the moment they came Shao Wen saw 

this Chief Xu, but he did not dare to go up to greet, and also just cared about dealing with Chief Wu. 

But now, Shao Wen’s heart is drumming, because this director Xu is the deputy director of the bureau is 

responsible for disciplinary inspection, if it falls into his hands, then I am afraid that his previous things 

will be turned out, then he will end up in what end, it is really imaginable. 



Shao Wen naturally knew better than anyone what he had done before, so when he saw Director Xu’s 

gaze coming over, he was really frightened. 

“Shao Wen, from now on, you will be under investigation ……” 

“Chief Wu!” 

Shao Wen immediately panicked, he exclaimed: “Director Wu, I know I’m wrong, please give me another 

chance, I was just confused for a moment ah …… right, they really have problems with this batch of 

goods, I was just cooperating with the action of the business sector, even if I violated the rules, it is also 

justifiable ah! ” 

“Extenuating circumstances?” 

Director Wu grimaced and said, “Who forgives you? How can you forgive? I think you are forgiving 

yourself!” 

After saying that, Chief Wu directly waved his hand and didn’t even look at Shao Wen. 

At this time, Chief Xu waved his hand, and the two policemen behind him immediately stepped forward 

and pinned Shao Wen in the middle with one left and one right, looking like if Shao Wen wanted to 

resist, then they would have to enforce it. 

Shao Wen’s face is pale, his lips are shivering, did not grasp the power, will never understand the pain of 

losing power, Shao Wen certainly do not want to lose power, and he does not even want to leave the 

traffic police to the throne. 

But seeing Chief Xu’s sullen face, and then looking at the two wary policemen around him, he was really 

frightened and afraid. 

“Chief Wu, seeing as I am one of Young Wu’s men, please give me another chance.” Shao Wen 

exclaimed, “I’ve already called Young Wu, he’ll be here soon ……” 

“Humph!” 

Director Wu snorted coldly and turned his head, “Old Xu, what are you waiting for!” 

Chief Xu instantly waved his hand, “Take it away!” 

“I’m not leaving! I’m not going anywhere, I’m going to wait here for Young Wu to come over ……” Shao 

Wen shrieked in shock. 

“Humph!” 

Wang Min and Yu Hui, however, shook their heads and snorted, this Shao Wen looked like an official 

oiler, but they could not imagine that it was so unpleasant, and could even be said to be somewhat 

stupid. 

You know, Shao Wen had a relationship with the Wu family, this could be said anywhere, but only not 

on this occasion. 



As soon as Director Wu had said that he would deal with Shao Wen, it turned out that Shao Wen said 

that he was related to the Wu family and begged Director Wu to let him go …… Even if Director Wu 

really had the intention to let him go, it would be impossible now. 

Otherwise, if Secretary Wu really let Shao Wen go, then in the eyes of outsiders, in the end because 

Secretary Wu treats his subordinates more leniently, or because Secretary Wu is afraid once he hears 

about the Wu family? 

So is it the party rules that are bigger, or is it the Wu family? 

If this goes to the outside world, there will definitely be people who will say behind his back that Chief 

Wu is not tough as a chief, and that he was scared into submission when he heard about the Wu family, 

not even daring to move a traffic police captain! 

If that was really the case, then this matter would definitely be a major blow to Chief Wu’s prestige. 

Therefore, even if Chief Wu really had the intention to give face to the Wu family and let Shao Wen off 

the hook once, now that Shao Wen had said so, it was absolutely impossible for him to do so. 

No matter what, Chief Wu’s face still had to be wanted, otherwise he wouldn’t be able to stay as a chief 

for too long, I’m afraid. 

If Shao Wen is taken down this time, it will indeed offend the Wu family, yes, the Wu family is powerful, 

but to take him down as a director, it is not just a matter of taking him down, it is necessary to make an 

exchange of interests with the people behind Director Wu. 

But if Shao Wen is spared, then I’m afraid it won’t take long for Director Wu to step down, and a handful 

of people without prestige won’t last long. 

What’s more, there are not only outsiders present, but also the two youngest members of the Ji family. 

Moreover, the reason why Director Wu came over was that Ji Shaojun personally called him, so how 

could Director Wu let Shao go so easily. 

Therefore, not only will he not let Shao Wen off easily, I am afraid that he will also screw Shao Wen to 

death. 

The company has already offended the Wu family, so it is natural to lean on the Ji family through 

practical actions, so that he will not only not be taken down as a director, but may even sit more firmly. 

As for whether or not this director is originally from the Ji family, Wang Min and Yu Hui are not too sure, 

but if he was, then there is nothing more to say. 

All in all, once Shao Wen said these few words, his fate was sealed. 

In the midst of Shao Wen’s hissing, Chief Xu commanded two policemen to take him out. 

Even more, it will also determine whether Shao Wen can still stay in the police force. 

Losing power is even more painful than going to jail, which is why Shao Wen was so terrified when he 

was racked away. 

Because he knew that if he left, it would be impossible for him to come back. 



It was all the fault of those sons of bitches! 

Shao Wen looked back at Ji Feng and the others with resentment and gnashed his teeth. 

“Shao Jun, what’s going on, you still have to make a personal trip for this kind of thing?” After dealing 

with Shao Wen’s matter, Chief Wu then struck up a conversation with Ji Shaojun. 

“It’s a matter of a friend of mine, I’ve come to do a favour!” Ji Shaojun laughed, “Chief Wu, thank you so 

much for today.” 

“What a thing to say, such a scum within our police force, I as a chief can’t wait to feel ashamed!” Chief 

Wu waved his hand, “How about this, next I will arrange for someone to do the formalities for you ……” 

“There is no hurry first, Director Wu, since the industry and commerce department said that there is 

something wrong with this batch of goods of my friend, then we will not mention this car for now.” Ji 

Shaojun said, “I still have to go to the industrial and commercial side to see what went wrong we are not 

even clear yet.” 

“…… is fine.” 

Director Wu nodded and said, “By definition, the traffic police brigade side also has to communicate 

with the industry and commerce department ……” 

Ji Shaojun laughed: “Then let’s do things according to the regulations, Chief Wu, thanks for today’s 

matter, let’s have a good drink some day, we’ll definitely appreciate it then!” 

Director Wu smiled and nodded, “Sure, sure!” 

Several people said, and headed out. 

“Stomp, stomp, stomp ……” 

At this time, a few more traffic police trotted over and hurriedly greeted Chief Wu and the others, they 

were all leaders of the traffic police brigade and just knew that Chief Wu had arrived, so they came out 

to greet him. 

Chief Wu said, “Shao Wen has now been investigated for a serious breach of discipline, a leader will 

come next to arrange your work, during this period, you have to take responsibility, do you 

understand?” 

At once, those few people’s eyes just lit up and they nodded their heads. 

Obviously they heard the opportunity from Chief Wu’s words, Shao Wen was being investigated, 

wouldn’t that mean that they would have the opportunity to sit on the throne of the senior captain? 

Serious violation of discipline …… 

In that case, Shao Wen’s problem is still very serious, but is it so serious that he will definitely be jerked 

off? 

A few people’s minds are turning rapidly, and they are privately calculating that they must find a way to 

report some more of Shao Wen’s problems, to put him on the spot. 



But all those who are eyeing the throne of the senior captain, I am afraid none of them are hoping that 

Shao Wen can return safely. 

Seeing this scene, Ji Feng couldn’t help but secretly shake his head, the wall fell down, people pushed, 

this Shao Wen even if there are people from the Wu family to protect him, I’m afraid it will be difficult to 

keep. 

Afterwards, Director Wu encouraged them a few more times, and a few people went downstairs. 

“Chief Wu, let’s stop here then, be sure to enjoy yourself some other day!” Ji Shaojun smiled and shook 

hands with Director Wu to say goodbye, but at this time, there was a sudden ear-splitting sound: 

“Squeak-!” 

It was the sound of emergency braking, and the violent friction between the tyres and the ground made 

people’s skulls tingle. 

Several people immediately turned their heads to look, and saw a blue gorgeous sports car suddenly 

rushed to the traffic police compound, a sharp braking will stop, that ear-piercing sound, is this sports 

car issued. 

Immediately afterwards, the car door opened and a young man of about twenty years old was seen 

getting out of the car, this man swept his gaze around before striding over. 

“Ji Shao, what a coincidence, I didn’t expect to run into you here ……” The young man had a playful smile 

on his face as he walked up to Ji Shaojun and said, “Ji Shao, what did you have for breakfast? ” 

“Little brat, do I need you to worry about what I ate?” But Ji Shaojun’s face sank and he said in an unkind 

tone. 

“Ji Shao, I advise you to speak more politely, I am calling you Shao because I am giving you face, don’t 

follow the example of some people and give shame!” At the end of the sentence, the young man’s tone 

was already very low. 

“Little brat, you want to die, don’t you?” Ji Shaojun said in a deep voice. 

“Young Wu, Young Wu!” 

At this moment, in the back seat of a police car next to him, Shao Wen suddenly poked his head out and 

shouted hurriedly, “Young Wu, they’re taking me away!” 

Young Wu? 

Ji Feng raised his eyebrows …… 
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“Little brat, you want to die, don’t you?” Ji Shaojun said in a deep voice. 

“Young Wu, Young Wu!” 

At this moment, in the back seat of a police car next to him, Shao Wen suddenly poked his head out and 

shouted hurriedly, “Shao Wu, they’re taking me away!” 



Young Wu? 

Ji Feng raised his eyebrows …… 

The young man called Wu Shao also saw Shao Wen sitting in the police car, only to see Shao Wen just 

sticking his head out and shouting twice, only to be pressed in by a policeman sitting next to him directly 

by the head. 

“Be honest and sit still!” 

Even though he was still some distance away, he could still hear that policeman’s cold shout. 

Seeing this scene, that young Wu’s face went gloomy, he glanced at Shao Wen, but did not speak to him, 

instead he turned his head to Ji Shaojun and said, “Ji Shaojun, Shao Wen is my man, isn’t it a bit too 

much for you to play like this?!” 

“Bullshit!” 

Ji Shaojun snorted coldly and said, “What’s wrong with your man? It’s just a dog, I beat it up, so what do 

you want?!” 

Young Wu’s face grew gloomier and gloomier, “So, you Ji Shaojun want to have some fun with me?” 

“Little brat, you don’t have to come with me on this!” Ji Shaojun said in a cold voice, “Pretending to be a 

big tail in front of me, you are not qualified yet!” 

“Are you sure?!” 

Wu Shaojun stared at Ji Shaojun and said in a slow voice. 

Ji Shaojun snorted, but did not even bother to answer Wu Shao, since he dared to do so here, he was 

not afraid of the Wu family, not to mention such a little brat whose hair had not even grown yet, even if 

he was also a member of the Wu family, but so what? 

“Good! Very good!” Wu Shao nodded, a grim smile on his face, “Ji Shaojun, since you want to play, then, 

I will play with you!” 

Speaking here, he reached out and pointed at Shao Wen who was sitting in the police car and said in a 

cold voice, “Although I don’t know what despicable method you used to mess with Shao Wen, but now I 

am here to put out the word that I will not let you get away with it!” 

Ji Shaojun said nonchalantly, “Suit yourself!” 

Wu Shao narrowed his eyes and stared at Ji Shaojun for a while, but Ji Shaojun glared, “Little brat, don’t 

play this shit with me here, believe it or not I’ll smack you now?” 

Wu Shao laughed coldly at his words, “I really don’t believe you, why don’t you try?” 

“I think you’re really looking for death!” Ji Shaojun shook his head and laughed, then took two steps 

forward and slapped his hand. …… Although the sons of these families, even if there was a conflict, they 

would rarely fight personally, basically it was a competition between whose men were more powerful 



and whose fighters were more ruthless, and it was still rare for two gentry to engage in physical combat 

with each other. 

But Ji Shaojun is different, he once suffered the anger of the Wu family, and recently the Wu family is 

also more and more arrogant, now this Wu young is clearly a hairy little brat, younger than Ji Feng, 

actually dare to be so arrogant in front of him, how can Ji Shaojun tolerate him? 

So Ji Shaojun didn’t say a word and went up and gave him a slap. 

“Hoo~~!” 

However, at the next moment, he saw that young Wu steeply took a step backwards, easily dodging Ji 

Shaojun’s slap, and then he steeply rushed forward with an arrow step, his leg slightly raised, and his 

knee instantly reached Ji Shaojun’s abdomen. 

Knee strike! 

“Swish!” In a flash, Ji Shaojun only felt a sudden strong force coming from his stomach, then he 

involuntarily took two steps backwards, and only when he reacted did he realise that the little brat on 

the opposite side had actually taken two steps backwards as well. 

“What’s going on here?” Ji Shaojun didn’t react for a moment. 

However, when he saw that Ji Feng was standing right beside him, he understood a bit that it was 

probably Ji Feng who had helped him just now. 

Indeed it did! 

As soon as that young martial artist stepped back, Ji Feng knew that Ji Shaojun was not a match for this 

person, because that young martial artist stepped back quite quickly, and one leg was placed at the back 

and slightly bent, a posture that made Ji Feng conclude even more that this person knew kung fu, 

because that leg at the back was slightly bent, which was most suitable for a sudden power. 

This person knew kung fu! 

Ji Feng knew that Ji Shaojun was bound to suffer, because Ji Shaojun did not know kung fu, and he was 

too old for this slap, plus his reaction speed was not as fast as this Wu Shao, and the door was open, if 

the other party came with a harsh counterattack, Ji Shaojun would even suffer a big loss! 

And so it was! 

The next knee strike from the opponent verified Ji Feng’s suspicions. 

This was an extremely vicious move, he first stepped back, then with the huge force of his step back and 

the huge inertia of his body, he concentrated all his strength on this point of his knee and slammed it 

straight into Ji Shaojun’s abdomen. 

If Ji Shaojun had been hit, he would have been knocked down on the spot, and looking at the area he 

hit, it was not impossible for Ji Shaojun to have his spleen ruptured! 

If that was the case, then Ji Shaojun would have to go to the hospital to lie down next. 



The police had to deal with the matter, but Ji Shaojun was not in a position to take advantage of the 

situation, so he could only eat a dumb loss! 

Seeing this, Ji Feng took a decisive step forward and directly reached out to block the man’s knee in 

front of him, allowing the man’s knee to hit his hand, counteracting the other man’s strength, while his 

hand pivoted back and pushed Ji Shaojun back. 

Leaving no one hurt. 

“Little Feng, you ……” Ji Shaojun was, however, a little stunned. 

“Don’t be impulsive.” Ji Feng said, “There are words to talk, one word and then make a move, that does 

not fit your status.” 

“……” 

Ji Shaojun nodded slightly, although he was very reluctant, but since Ji Feng had spoken, he had to 

endure it, in fact he could see that he was not a match for this little brat from the Wu family, this result 

made Ji Shaojun a little uncomfortable, he was almost thirty years old, but he was still inferior to a little 

brat, even if it wasn’t for Ji Feng’s presence, he almost even suffered a big loss! 

“Yo-ho!” 

At this moment, that young martial artist was surprised and glanced at Ji Feng, “This one is also a 

practitioner!” 

Ji Feng said indifferently, “Just learned two days of crop handling.” 

At once, Young Wu’s face became a little ugly. 

He had learned two days of crop-handling? 

Wu Shao could see that this guy had just blocked his full force hit with just one hand, and the other guy 

still acted as if nothing had happened, not even a shake of his hand, let alone hitting Ji Shaojun’s body 

…… 

The strength alone is very impressive! 

If this is called a Zhuangjia bus, then what do you call this? A three-legged kung fu? 

Wu Shao looked deeply at Ji Feng, but did not know where such an expert appeared, but soon, Wu 

Shao’s attention moved away from Ji Feng’s body, although experts are rare, but like their kind of family 

history, it is not that difficult to find a few experts. 

Besides, there were masters in the family’s guards, he had learned his kung fu from the guards, so Young 

Martial had just taken Ji Feng as a follower of Ji Shaojun’s fighter. 

“No wonder you dare to call my bluff, Ji Shaojun, I dare say you’ve brought a good dog with you!” Wu 

Shao sneered. 



“That, I advise you better not say that, otherwise, even if Wu Zhiyong comes I will clean you up as 

usual!” Upon hearing this, Ji Shaojun’s face instantly turned gloomy to the extreme, his gaze staring at 

him grimly. 

“Joke!” 

That Wu Shao, however, snorted and said disdainfully, “Ji Shaojun, don’t think you dare to run wild at 

will just because others call you Ji Shao, if my big brother came, you wouldn’t even have the 

qualifications to talk to him, if that hypocrite Ji Shaodong, and that scum Ji Feng were here, I would 

believe that they would dare to say such things, but you …… had better be careful what you say!” 

Ji Shaojun asked with a gloomy face, word by word, “Wu Zhicheng, if you have the guts to repeat what 

you just said!” 

Ji Feng, Ji Shaodong, these two people were flagship representatives in the third generation of the Wu 

family, they alone represented the entire third generation of the Ji family, out could even represent the 

greater part of the Ji family! 

Just as the current Wu Zhiyong represents the third generation of the Wu family! 

Insulting Ji Feng and Ji Shaodong would be tantamount to insulting the entire Ji Family, and Ji Shaojun 

could put up with it if he suffered a loss himself, but he could not put up with it no matter what if Wu 

Zhicheng insulted Ji Feng and Ji Shaodong! 

Based on the words of Wu Zhicheng just now, Ji Shaojun had nothing to say to Wu Zhicheng to the end! 

“What did I say!?” Wu Zhicheng grunted, “Ji Shaojun, don’t look at me with that kind of eyes, I’m telling 

you, you’re the one who disobeyed the rules first today, Shao Wen is my man, you’d better not touch 

him ……” 

“Cut the fucking crap! Repeat what you just said!” Ji Shaojun shouted coldly. 

“Ji Shaojun, you’d better keep your mouth clean!” Wu Zhicheng shouted, “Let Shao Wen go now, or else 

I won’t be done with you!” 

“You’re not finished with me?” Ji Shaojun let out a fierce laugh, “Ha! Fine, I’ll see how you’re not 

finished with me! Wu Zhicheng, if you have the guts, don’t change the subject and repeat the words you 

just said!” 

“Ji Shaojun, it seems that you have to play?!” Wu Zhicheng said in a cold voice. 

In fact, Wu Zhicheng also realized that what he had said was a bit too much, the words he had just said 

against Ji Feng and Ji Shaodong, even if they were known by his father, I was afraid that he would 

criticize himself severely. 

Even if Ji Feng and Ji Shaodong were hated by the Wu family, they were not free to attack them in public 

on the outside. 

But the words have already been said, let Wu Zhicheng again retract, that is obviously impossible, he 

how can not again in front of Ji Shaojun slapped himself. 



That’s why Wu Zhicheng has been digressing, but now that he’s been forced to the point by Ji Shaojun’s 

words, Wu Zhicheng is inescapable. 

“All right, Shaojun, don’t dwell on these issues first, get down to business first, we’ll settle some scores 

later!” Ji Feng, however, said indifferently. 

“…… good!” 

Ji Shaojun slowly nodded, coldly glanced at Wu Zhicheng, before turning his head to Director Wu and 

said, “Director Wu, today this matter will bother you, next the industrial and commercial side will also 

ask you to send someone to coordinate ……” 
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“…… good!” 

Ji Shaojun slowly nodded, coldly glanced at Wu Zhicheng, before turning his head to Chief Wu and said, 

“Chief Wu, I’ll bother you with this today, next I’ll ask you to send someone to coordinate the industrial 

and commercial side ……” 

He didn’t expect that Wu Zhicheng would actually come in person, this time, it was like the children of 

the Ji family and the children of the Wu family were facing each other, this time, he was caught in the 

middle. 

In fact, if Wu Zhicheng did not come, even if he knew that Shao Wen was related to the Wu family, then 

Chief Wu would not be too embarrassed, because targeting Shao Wen was completely different from 

directly facing the children of the Wu family, and cleaning up Shao Wen was because Shao Wen had 

made mistakes and violated the rules. 

Unless the Wu family has something on him, he will have nothing to say if they want to get rid of him, 

but other than that, the Wu family will have to think twice about moving him. 

This China is not the Wu family’s! 

Even if the Wu family is more powerful, they always have to be mindful of the existence of their 

competitors. 

What’s more, by taking down Shao Wen, Director Wu had done Ji Shaojun a favour, so Ji Shaojun owed 

him a favour. If he knew that the Wu family was going to make things difficult for him, Ji Shaojun 

naturally couldn’t stand by and do nothing. 

It was for this reason that Chief Wu rushed over so quickly after receiving Ji Shaojun’s call, and even 

when he was sure that there was enough evidence to take Shao Wen down, he did not hesitate to take 

him down directly. 

In addition, there was another layer of consideration for Director Wu to do so. 

Without the Wu family present, he took down Shao Wen, and even if the Wu family was upset in their 

hearts, their hatred for him would not be too strong, because with Ji Shaojun present, outsiders would 

know that this was Ji Shaojun putting pressure on him. 



Even if the Wu family wanted to hate, they should also go and hate Ji Shaojun, and Director Wu was only 

looking unhappy by the Wu family by association. 

But now Wu Zhicheng has come, the situation is completely different, at this time if Wu Zhicheng must 

protect Shao Wen, if Secretary Wu then go to force action him, it is the same as hitting Wu Zhicheng’s 

face, even is equivalent to completely torn with the Wu family, this is very hated. 

This is like two evenly matched people facing each other, neither of them can do anything about it, and 

at this time, if an outsider intervenes, no matter which side he helps, the other side will hate him to the 

bone, because it is because of the outsider’s participation that the side loses, and the culprit will be the 

outsider who intervenes. 

And now, Director Wu was this outsider! 

Faced with Ji Shaojun’s request, Chief Wu’s heart head bitterly smiled, should have known that this is 

the situation, he should have come later, if he came back after Wu Zhicheng arrived, then he added in 

the middle although the dilemma, but also not so much as to say with the Wu family tear face, anyway, 

as long as the impartial work can be. 

But now it is impossible for Director Wu to be neutral even if he wants to be, because he has obviously 

sided with Ji Shaojun before. If he retreats or wavers at this time, not only will he not be able to please 

Wu Zhicheng, but he will even offend Ji Shaojun as well. 

No one likes a wallflower! 

“What, Chief Wu is in trouble?!” Ji Shaojun could see the difficult look on Chief Wu’s face and couldn’t 

help but ask. 

“Of course not ……” 

“Ji Shaojun, you want to press people with the power of the Ji family?” Before Chief Wu could finish his 

words, he heard Wu Zhicheng say coldly. 

“Little brat, what I want to do, it’s not your turn to dictate here, we haven’t finished settling our scores!” 

Ji Shaojun said in a cold voice. 

“Fine then!” 

Wu Zhicheng hummed, “In that case, then let’s see who is the winner in the end!” 

Speaking here, he turned his head to look at Chief Wu and said, “This is Chief Wu, right? You are the one 

who can make the decision here?” 

Chief Wu’s face was expressionless as he said, “It’s me.” 

“Very well. It’s good to have someone who can make decisions.” But Wu Zhicheng grinned and said, 

“Chief Wu, let me introduce myself first, my name is Wu Zhicheng, my father is Wu Zhengxin, I don’t 

know if you have heard of him?!” 

“Wu Zhengxin?!” 

Chief Wu’s face couldn’t help but change slightly when he heard that, “Director Wu?” 



A meaningful smile appeared on Wu Zhicheng’s face then as he nodded slightly and said, “That’s right!” 

Director Wu immediately fell silent, but in his heart, he couldn’t help but suck in a breath of cold air, he 

really didn’t expect that this young man, who looked like he was only about twenty years old, was 

actually Wu Zhengxin’s son! 

Originally, Chief Wu had thought that Wu Zhicheng was a son of the Wu family, but he might only be a 

son of the side line, otherwise for the sake of a Shao Wen, he would not have said that he would let a 

full-blooded son come all the way over here. 

But now he realised that he had still thought things a bit simplistically, that a small Shao Wen had 

alerted a direct descendant of the Wu family! 

Wu Zhengxin, the third brother of Wu Zhengmin, the head of the Wu family, and the third son of the old 

man of the Wu family, Wu Zhicheng, as the son of Wu Zhengxin, was definitely a full-blooded son of the 

Wu family. 

Even strictly speaking, Ji Shaojun’s status was inferior to Wu Zhicheng’s, who could even represent half 

of the Wu family! 

This was a bit of a problem! 

Chief Wu couldn’t help but stutter in his heart, Ji Shaojun versus Wu Zhicheng, how to choose, who was 

stronger and who was weaker, it really wasn’t an easy dilemma to choose. 

“So it’s Wu Shao ……” Chief Wu’s face squeezed out a smile as he said. 

“Well said.” 

When Wu Zhicheng saw the change in Chief Wu’s expression, a smile appeared on his face, it was 

obvious that this Chief Wu had also started to be scrupulous after knowing his identity. 

That’s right! 

If you’re following Ji Shaodong, that’s fine, even if you’re following Ji Shaolei, it’s better than following Ji 

Shaojun, a good-for-nothing dude! 

It seems that this director Wu is not confused! 

The first thing I want to do is to find out what the situation is, because Shao Wen is my friend, I need to 

know what happened, even if I want to convict him, I have to give people a chance to argue, right?” 

Chief Wu then swept a glance at Ji Shaojun, only to see the latter’s gloomy face, not saying a word, Chief 

Wu then had some difficulties. 

After a moment, Chief Wu secretly gritted his teeth and nodded his head, “Well then, Old Xu, you come 

and give Young Wu an account of what happened ……” 

“……” 

Director Xu was a little helpless in his heart, how come he had to make himself do this kind of thing? 



It’s certainly nothing to communicate with Wu Zhicheng, but the problem is, if as a result of this, Ji 

Shaojun is given a grudge, the same is not a happy thing ah! 

But there was no way out, the top boss had given the word, and Director Xu could only do as he was 

told. 

“Wu Shao, the situation is like this ……,” Director Xu coughed dryly to clear his throat and began to 

introduce the situation to Wu Zhicheng. 

“Humph!” 

Ji Shaojun stared at Wu Zhicheng and couldn’t help but let out a cold snort, this son of a bitch had a 

smug look on his face, obviously he was very satisfied with the situation at the moment. 

But wasn’t it, as soon as Wu Zhicheng revealed his identity, Chief Wu had to be polite even if he was 

more, and even had to do as Wu Zhicheng asked, which was enough to make Wu Zhicheng feel smug. 

“So that’s how it is ……” 

At this time, Wu Zhicheng had finished listening to Chief Xu’s introduction and he said, “It’s not that big 

a deal, impounding a problematic car, that’s originally the power of the traffic police force.” 

Chief Wu said, “Young Wu, Shao Wen does have this power, but he does not have the power to violate 

the rules by maliciously impounding the car and refusing to let it go.” 

Wu Zhicheng waved his hand and said, “Isn’t the matter still under investigation, isn’t it too early to 

draw a conclusion?” 

“Joke!” 

Ji Shaojun sneered, “What evidence is here, do we still need to investigate? Wu Zhicheng, are you 

blind?” 

Wu Zhicheng said coldly, “Ji Shaojun, you’d better keep your mouth shut when I’m talking to others, 

don’t let people think that everyone in your Ji family is like you, so unqualified and just a straw man!” 

“Damn you!” 

Ji Shaojun was instantly furious: “What are you ……” 

Wu Zhicheng said, “What kind of thing are you again?!” 

The smell of gunpowder between the two people increased sharply, looking like they were about to 

strike again, Chief Wu hurriedly said, “Both of you, both of you calm down, how to deal with this matter, 

we police naturally have a charter ……” 

“Chief Wu, I think there is something wrong with this matter, it needs to be carefully investigated 

again.” Wu Zhicheng said. 

“Young Wu, this is a clear fact and the evidence is also clear, I wonder where the problem is that you are 

talking about?” When Director Wu heard that, his face became a little uncomfortable, no matter how 



much Wu Zhicheng was a person of status and authority, but to openly question his decision like that 

made him a little uncomfortable. 

I think, this matter must be explained by the people of the industrial and commercial department, what 

is the problem in the middle, if these crooked merchants really have serious problems, Shao Wen’s 

action in impounding the car is not a fault, but also credit, can not be Because of one violation of the 

rules, we can’t let the crooked merchants have their way, right? Director Wu, what do you think?” 

Director Wu’s brow furrowed, this request from Wu Zhicheng was obviously not very reasonable. 

How the people of the commercial and industrial department work, and he police department can have 

little to do with, unless the other party violates the law, or the people of the commercial and industrial 

department hope that the police can cooperate with the action …… Moreover, what exactly is wrong 

with the goods, Chief Wu is not clear, if there is really a serious problem, then I am afraid that Ji Shaojun 

today will be a disgrace! 

The director of Wu’s face is expressionless, but in fact his heart is violently active. 

Because he realized that it was time to make a final choice, if he nodded to agree to Wu Zhicheng’s 

proposal, it would mean that he was on the middle ground, then he would have completely offended Ji 

Shaojun, but if he didn’t agree …… 

Everyone’s eyes were on Chief Wu, depending on how he would choose. 

Although Ji Shaojun and Wu Zhicheng are government officials, but they do not have the status in the 

system, nor do they have the power to dispose of this matter, while Secretary Wu represents the cadres 

of state agencies, how he chooses, will determine who wins and who loses today …… 
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Everyone’s eyes were on Chief Wu, depending on how he would choose. 

Although Ji Shaojun and Wu Zhicheng are government officials, but they do not have the status in the 

system, nor do they have the power to dispose of this matter, while Secretary Wu represents the cadres 

of state agencies, how he chooses will determine who wins and who loses today …… 

The only thing is that Ji Feng, is to take out a cigarette and light it, leisurely smoke it. 

  

Ji Feng’s gaze had already moved away from this matter, and he was now interested in this Wu Zhicheng 

instead. 

Especially after he knew that Wu Zhicheng was the son of Wu Zhengxin, Ji Feng was very interested, this 

Wu Zhicheng was so arrogant and even so protective of Shao Wen, this made Ji Feng especially 

interested in knowing what the relationship between the two brothers Shao Wen and Shao Jie and the 

Wu family really was! 

As for how this matter will be handled today, in the end, it is just a matter of face. 



Even if Director Wu did not resist Wu Zhicheng’s pressure and finally gave in to him, but for Ji Feng it 

was nothing, even if the whole truckload was lost it was not the end of the world! 

Moreover, in Ji Feng’s opinion, if Director Wu was smart enough, then today this matter could actually 

see the end. 

“Young Wu, sorry, industry and commerce and the police are two different departments, I don’t have 

the authority to mobilise someone from industry and commerce to explain the situation.” 

At this time, Chief Wu suddenly spoke up. 

Wu Zhicheng immediately frowned and said, “Chief Wu, what did you say?” 

Chief Wu gritted his teeth and said, “Sorry, this matter is Shao Wen did wrong, even seriously violated 

the rules, not only is his style rude, brutal attitude, but also wantonly trampled on the law, this kind of 

person is under me, I will deal with one if there is one!” 

Wu Zhicheng’s face instantly changed, his pair of eyes stared at Director Wu and said gloomily, “Director 

Wu, I don’t quite understand some of your words …… are you sure you’ve thought this through?!” 

“Can’t understand that’s because you’re stupid!” Ji Shaojun sneered. 

“You shut up!” 

Wu Zhicheng bellowed, “Ji Shaojun, don’t think I can’t move you just because you have a fighter with 

you, I’m telling you, if you piss me off, I’ll destroy you right now ……” 

The moment Ji Shaojun heard this, he immediately became furious: “Grass! Come on!” 

“Young Wu!” 

Chief Wu’s voice steeply raised a few points, “It’s not quite appropriate to talk about exterminating 

others in front of me, the police chief, is it?” 

Wu Zhicheng gave him a look and said, “Chief Wu, it seems that you are a king’s son who has eaten a 

scale and is determined to do so, right?” 

Chief Wu just said in a deep voice, “I’m just following the rules.” 

“Are you sure?!” Wu Zhicheng asked in a deep voice. 

“…… I’m sure.” Chief Wu said, “If young Wu still has any doubts, he can go to the disciplinary 

department of the police station and ask if there are any violations in what I did!” 

“I will definitely go!” Wu Zhicheng said in a deep voice. 

“Well!” 

Chief Wu nodded, but in his heart, he let out a long sigh of relief, finally making a decision and talking 

things out, but feeling suddenly a lot more relaxed. 



In fact, Director Wu is also very clear, today no matter what has offended Wu Zhicheng, if at this 

moment he is again on Wu Zhicheng’s side, also definitely will not be Wu Zhicheng as a beloved, even 

afterwards Wu Zhicheng can remember him this person is not easy to say. 

And Ji Shaojun’s side, that is completely offended. 

This is definitely more than worth the loss! 

And now, Director Wu chose to completely side with Ji Shaojun, although this is Wu Zhicheng offended 

hard, but, he is completely with Ji Shaojun on the same line, and also let Ji Shaojun owe him a favor. 

As long as you think about this reasoning, how to choose is actually very simple. 

The reason why Secretary Wu turned out to be so difficult, in fact, is not difficult how to choose, but it is 

difficult to make this decision …… for Secretary Wu such a cadre without much background, whether it is 

Ji Shaojun or Wu Zhicheng, are not what he can offend. 

Especially Wu Zhicheng, the direct descendant of the Wu family, the thought of completely offending 

such a person, no matter who is in the heart will be very stressed. 

That was why Director Wu was so torn. 

Now that the decision has been made, he is instead relieved that stretching his head is a knife and 

shrinking his head is also a knife, so be it. 

In fact, this is how many things are like, before they are done, there may be all sorts of worries and fears 

and all sorts of anxieties, but once they are done, there will be no worries at all. 

Director Wu is in this state now. 

Therefore, despite seeing Wu Zhicheng’s face look extraordinarily ugly, he was only a little nervous in his 

heart, but did not regret it. 

“Good! Very good!” 

Wu Zhicheng nodded heavily, sneered twice, and said, “Chief Wu is really an iron-faced chief. …… Since 

this is the case, then I, as Shao Wen’s good friend, have a different opinion on this way of handling your 

case, I think we should investigate the matter clearly first before making a decision! ” 

Chief Wu frowned and said, “This is an internal matter of our police, no need for outsiders to raise their 

opinions.” 

“Of course!” 

Wu Zhicheng nodded and said, “This is an internal matter for your police, but if Shao Wen wants to react 

to the top, it will be investigated thoroughly just the same when the time comes, Chief Wu, what do you 

think?” 

Chief Wu’s face then looked a little ugly, Wu Zhicheng was obviously threatening him, if he didn’t listen 

to him, then he would go straight through the top and investigate the matter, then in that case, he, 

Chief Wu, would not be qualified to control the progress of the investigation, and even he would be 

investigated …… 



This time, Director Wu did not go to see Ji Shaojun, because he knew that this normal reaction to the 

problem, Ji Shaojun can not stop, at the same time, Director Wu also do not want to completely rely on 

Ji Shaojun …… 

“Director Wu, I hope you can decide quickly, I don’t have that much time to waste with you!” Wu 

Zhicheng said in a deep voice. 

“For Shao Wen’s investigation, it can be open to the public.” 

Director Wu said, “We will send someone to communicate with the people from the business sector.” 

Wu Zhicheng said, “Well then, I would like to see whether Shao Wen is acting recklessly or whether you 

are wantonly persecuting decent cadres!” 

“……” 

The corners of Director Wu’s eyes jumped a few times. 

Wu Zhicheng’s words were a bit too malicious, what era is it now, is it that easy to persecute a person? 

He, Shao Wen, was not a commoner! 

However, Director Wu did not say anything, it was obvious that Wu Zhicheng was harbouring anger, 

there was no point in arguing with Wu Zhicheng on this issue, on the contrary, it would anger him even 

more. 

“Then let’s have a field day!” Director Wu said, “Old Xu, you notify all the members of the Bureau’s Party 

Committee to come here, and forget about those who have a task, in addition, you then send someone 

to communicate with the business sector ……” 

“It’s good to work on site.” As Director Wu began to arrange the work, Ji Shaojun was the one who said, 

“If there’s really something wrong with the goods, then we admit the punishment, but if it’s said to be 

Shao Wen’s problem, I’ll see how you can still slyly argue!” 

“Humph!” 

Wu Zhicheng glanced at him with disdain and snorted coldly. 

Ji Shaojun was immediately a little annoyed by him, and was just about to say something when Chief Wu 

came over, “Ji Shao, Wu Shao, I’ve already made the arrangements, it might take a while for the next 

person to arrive, so all of you go inside and sit down and wait.” 

Ji Shaojun gave a cold snort and took the lead in striding forward. 

But Ji Feng stayed at the end and gave a wink to Bai Zhu, who immediately understood and gradually 

distanced himself from the crowd, before turning around and walking outwards, soon leaving the gates 

of the traffic police brigade, not knowing where he had gone. 

And at this time, Ji Feng took out his mobile phone, while not knowing what he was fiddling with, he 

asked in a low voice: “Shu-jie, what is the license plate number of the car pulling the goods?” 

“Hmm?” 



Qin Shujie was slightly stunned, then said, “I printed out the cargo manifest, all the information of the 

car is on it ……” 

With that, Qin Shujie took out a stack of documents from her bag, and took out a piece of paper from it, 

which was the delivery note given to her by the freight company. 

“Great.” 

Ji Feng smiled faintly and took the shipping slip over, then took a picture of it with her phone against it. 

Qin Shujie asked somewhat strangely, “What do you need this for?” 

Ji Feng said, “Prepare in advance, so you can be prepared.” 

Qin Shujie didn’t understand, but when she saw Ji Feng wink at her, she was slightly stunned, so she 

didn’t ask any more questions. 

A group of people entered the office building of the traffic police brigade, Ji Feng a few people rested in 

an office, naturally Wu Zhicheng would not join them, but went to another office. 

“Young Ji, today I, Old Wu, did my best, if anything goes wrong later …… please bear with me.” Director 

Wu walked in and lowered his voice. 

“Don’t worry Chief Wu, you just need to do your thing, you don’t need to worry about the rest.” Ji 

Shaojun said. 

Director Wu nodded, more or less relieved, although he did not know why Ji Shaojun was so confident, 

but thought that although Ji Shaojun was a direct descendant of the Ji family, he was after all a member 

of the Ji family, the magnitude of his energy was definitely not something he could speculate on. 

I’m afraid, Ji Shaojun is what backstabbing it. 

Director Wu didn’t stay in this office much longer, he had to go and discuss with Director Xu how to 

investigate, and other things needed to be arranged, because today’s situation was too special, two 

major government officials fighting, and it so happened that they both had to cooperate, he could only 

try to arrange it as well as possible. 

“Ding ……” 

Suddenly, Ji Feng’s mobile phone rang, he scanned the screen and then immediately picked up the 

phone, “What’s the word?” 

Bai Zhu’s voice came over the phone, “Young Ji, there’s a situation, the lock on the cargo box door has 

signs of being picked, and it’s filled with cardboard boxes, I don’t know which ones have problems ……” 

Ji Feng’s eyebrows instantly wrinkled, sneering: “There really is a ghost! You take your time to check 

first, the boxes can be disassembled, just don’t leave your traces!” 

“Understood.” Bai Zhu said. 

 


